Section 1 - Programming Buttons

Programming requires 4 buttons: PROGRAM, START, ADD and SKIP.
Each shade group has an LED to indicate programming status.

Section 2 - Assign Shades to a Switch Zone

By default, each of three control groups will control all shades in network.
To limit operation to a select group of shades use the following procedure.

1. Enter programming mode by HOLDING PROGRAM BUTTON for 5 SECONDS.
The groups LEDs will alternately flash until programming mode is activated,
when Group 1 will be lit up.

2. When in programming mode, selected group to program will be lit up.
   TAP PROGRAM BUTTON to select a different group to program.

3. HOLD START BUTTON FOR 2 SECONDS to begin. One shade will begin to identify.

4. TAP ADD BUTTON to assign that shade to the group, or TAP SKIP BUTTON to move on to the next shade.
   If at least one group of shades was previously assigned to any device in the network, then those existing groups will first
   identify to simplify the process of reusing them. Just like individual shades, TAP ADD BUTTON to use the group or
   SKIP BUTTON to move on to the next group. If all existing groups are skipped, the individual shades will identify so
   a new group can be created.

5. Once all of shades for the group have been added, TAP START BUTTON.
   All shades in group will identify. TAP START BUTTON again to finish programming the group.

6. HOLD PROGRAM BUTTON for 5 SECONDS to exit programming mode and return to normal switch operation.
The group LEDs will turn off.
Section 3 - **Contact Operation**

**PULSE THE CONTACT** to move group fully in that direction.

**HOLD THE CONTACT** to move group in that direction until it is released.

**CLOSE BOTH CONTACTS** to stop the group.